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$1500*

Beginning a new construction project or renovation is exciting but can be overwhelming at
times. However, with proper planning at the beginning of the project, it is much easier to
keep your goals in mind when making decisions in the upcoming design process.

With the pre-design package I gather and organize design ideas and intent into one concise
document, useful in your upcoming project, and in guiding future decision making.

Pre-Design Consultation

— Organize ideas, goals and priorities for your project
— Identify your aesthetic direction with inspiration images
— Create a customized list of spaces and functions you will
need in your future home

— Initial online questionnaire, document request in preparation
for kick-off meeting
— Kick-off meeting to review questionnaire, deep dive into your
project and ideas; typically lasting 1.5 - 2 hours
— Follow up email synopsis to confirm all are in agreement on
kick-off meeting progress
— Final document including your list of desired spaces,
important conceptual and experiential goals for the design, and
example images to illustrate your aesthetic direction.

This package is right for you if
you want to:

Included:
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$2000*

Once you’re ready to begin your project, whether it is a small refresh, a renovation, or new
construction, you are presented with what can feel like an endless number of possibilities.
With so many decisions to make, at times it is difficult to determine if you are headed in the
right direction.

With the design direction package I will review your project progress or existing space and
provide general recommendations to help you meet your goals. This may include (but is not
limited to) recommendations for floor plan changes, window placement, custom millwork,
and future material and lighting selections.

Design Direction Consultation

— Review your project direction
— Receive general recommendations on layout, millwork,
finishes, lighting
— Receive design direction recommendations to aid your
future decision making

— Initial online questionnaire, document request in
preparation for kick-off meeting
— Kick-off meeting to review questionnaire, deep dive into
your project and goals; typically lasting 1.5 - 2 hours
— Follow up email synopsis to confirm all are in agreement on
kick-off meeting progress
— Final document outlining recommendations based on your
expressed needs. As is appropriate, this may also include
additional elements to illustrate design intent such as
inspiration images and conceptual sketches

This package is right for you if
you want to:

Included:
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$2500*

Your selections for finishes, paint colors and lighting are an opportunity to make a huge
impact on the look and feel of your home. Whether you are in need of a second opinion on
products, are looking for local or sustainable recommendations, or are in need of advice for
all the major finish and lighting locations in your home, we are excited to provide guidance!

Through the material and lighting consultation package I work with you to identify your
functional and experiential goals for your home. Then, I provide you with two schemes of
interior materials and light fixtures to choose from.

— Review your current direction
— Develop a framework to assist you in making finish and
lighting decisions based on your needs and goals
— Receive new recommendations for finishes and lighting

— Initial online questionnaire, document request in preparation
for kick-off meeting
— Kick-off meeting to review questionnaire, deep dive into your
project and budget; typically lasting 1 - 3 hours
— Follow up email synopsis to confirm all are in agreement on
kick-off meeting progress
— Design presentation during which we present (2) material &
lighting schemes for client’s review (physical samples to be
provided for relevant finishes)
— (1) follow up iteration if needed
— Final document outlining recommendations

Material & Lighting Consultation

This package is right for you if
you want to:

Included:
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— Review your current direction
— Develop furniture plans for your home consisting of all new
furniture or a blend of existing and new furniture
— Receive new furniture recommendations in limited rooms or
your entire home

— Initial online questionnaire, document request in preparation
for kick-off meeting
— Kick-off meeting to review questionnaire, deep dive into your
project and budget; typically lasting 1 - 3 hours
— Follow up email synopsis to confirm all are in agreement on
kick-off meeting progress
— Design presentation during which we present (2) furniture
and décor schemes for your review
— (1) follow up iteration if needed based on design
presentation
— Final document outlining list of recommendations

This package is right for you if
you want to:

Included:

$2800*

No matter the size of your project, it is important to plan how you may organize furniture
within your space and what type and style of furniture you may need in order to meet your
goals. Whether you are in need of a second opinion in a few rooms or are looking for
recommendations for all areas of your home, we are excited to help you see your vision
come to life!

Through the furniture consultation package I first work with you to understand your functional
needs for the space. Then, I provide you with corresponding furniture plan recommendations,
and two furniture and decor package options to choose from.

Furniture & Decor Consultation



We Don’t Love
Fine Print
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— COSTS*. Project sizes and scopes can vary widely, so we
include base prices as a budgeting tool in this document.
However, you will receive a personalized proposal to sign off on
before committing to any package.

— None of the standard consult packages include drawings or
documents intended for construction or permitting.

— Not seeing the type of design services you need in our
standard consult packages? We may still be able to help. Email
amanda@new-collective.com to schedule a consult call and
receive a custom proposal for your project.

— If you are a new client, you’ll receive 10% off of your first
consult package!

— If you work with us again within 6 months, you’ll receive 10%
off your next standard consult package as well! Please be sure
to mention this at the time of proposal.

— If you were referred by a friend, please be sure to mention
this at the time of proposal as well so we can thank them with
goodies and/or discounts as well!

FYI’s:


